Buffalo #1

TITLE: Inclusive Connected Urban-Centered Region

DESIGN PRINCIPLES:
1. Preserve and build our old neighborhood bus corridor
2. Preserve old village food hubs like Alden
3. Preserve Farmland
4. Transportation and rail connectivity that is well planned and does not disturb neighborhoods
5. Increase equity and reduce poverty to improve livability
6. Mixed use development and jobs in places outside urban center.

NOTES:
- Transportation in Niagara County
- Engage people of color in the future progress of the city
- Transportation for all that gets rid of main street diversity line
- Diversity and age friendly neighborhoods
- If another blizzard or terrorist attack happens traffic would be stalled in the urban center, we need widespread diversity
- Utilize trails, railroad network as a transportation system for people and goods.
- Establish infrastructure maintenance and backup systems for emergency situations
- Multi-generational housing based upon new ruralism